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About This Game

Who is the slickest and the craftiest frog in the pond? That is for you and your friends to decide!

Frog Out! is a wacky local multiplayer party game where you face your friends in the most curious of situations. Every frog for
themselves!

Jump, dodge, eat, spit and generally just frog around your way to victory in this awarded family-friendly experience.

Up to 4 players supported. Since it's a party game, make sure you have at least one friend with you!

Controllers required to play.

FROGGY FEATURES INCLUDE

Easy-to-learn, frog like controls - Take control of your frog and jump around to dodge hazardous obstacles, including other
frogs! Capture your opponents into your mouth with your springy tongue and toss them into danger or out of the arena.

3 exciting game modes - Claim the lily pad for your own, be the last frog to survive a series of deadly stamps or try to cross a
busy series of streets while sabotaging your friends! More to be added in the near future.
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frog coming out of mouth dream. frog workout. frog cut out printable. frog out of tires. frog screams out weed poop. frog out of
old tires. frog looking out window. frog jumping out of well puzzle. frog cut out pattern. frog made out of hearts. frog out of
house. frog sticking out tongue. frog spawn spit out by predator. frog out at night. frog spits out babies. african dwarf frog head
out of water. get frog out house. frog out hacked. frog cut out shapes. frog tripping out. frog toxin out. frog made out of rocks
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Version 1.1b beta branch available:
Give it a go by going to Frog Out! Game Properties on STEAM -> Betas -> Enter code: onlinetestfrog. Version 1.1 is out
now!:

Patch notes version 1.1

Features

 Skins added to the game. You can now customize your frog before you enter the arena.

 Street -level has been improved upon. Street now features timed gates that further encourage PvP -action

 Major optimization improvements. Game should now run much better on all devices.

 Round animations, score animations and general UX improvements.

 Menu system revamped to be more streamlined.

Bug fixes

 Fixed sound effects volume being louder than intended.

. Looking forward from launch �� ��:
Hello everybody!
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First of all HUGE thank you from all the Frog Out! devs for the kind words. Because of your affection we got the green light to
continue active development! This is super exciting for us and we hope to enjoy your continued support on this amazing
journey.

So what’s next for Frog Out!?

By far the most requested feature, and one we agree the game direly needs is Network Multiplayer. Therefore we’re pleased to
announce that this will be our Top Priority going forward. Network Multiplayer is a prerequisite for the game to have a
meaningful mobile client and mobile port was a condition for us to be able to continue active development with no pauses. Our
vision is true cross platform play: maybe you don’t have 4 controllers for the PC or for your console of choice but have some
phones capable of running the game so you all connect together to play – making that possible is what we are working towards.

Something else we can reveal that’s also in the works is rework to the frogger level. Naturally bug fixes, balance updates and
similar improvements are on the menu ��

We are really frickin’ excited about all of this and if you are, too or generally have any feedback or comments don’t hesitate to
reach for us for example through our Twitter https://twitter.com/FrogOutGame

Love,
The Frog Out! Collective. Version 1.01 is released!:
Bug Fixes:

Fixed game crashing when dropping in to water with tongue out

Fixed player becoming invulnerable if eaten by another frog when hydraulic press comes down in factory level

Fixed collision issues

Fixed invincibility duration not displaying correctly

Fixed being able to jump during eating

Balance changes:

Factory level now speeds up by 5% every time the hydraulic press comes down

. Halloween sale is live! This will be your best chance to be an early adopter of Frog Out!:
Directly after Halloween sale we will be increasing the base price of the game. This will be done in anticipation of the addition
of internet play. The price increase will be done in moderation of course; however, we feel that the addition of internet play will
make our game a more valuable product. The reason we must do it well in advance is due to steam rules. Now is a great time to
grab a Halloween decorated party game for your Halloween parties!

Frog Out! is in active development and internet play is planned to be released by the end of the year. By purchasing the game
you will receive all future updates free of charge.. Halloween patch is live! ��:
Besides seasonal decorations we present you with the complete overhaul of the “Street” -level.
All changes made to Street are there to encourage combat and generally the kind of wacky action the game is great for. Street
may receive further adjustments according to playtesting so be sure to let us know what you think of it either on steam forums
or our twitter ��

Patch notes version 1.02
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Features

Added season’s decoration to menu, maps and player models

Street -level rework

Map made overall much smaller

Cars now move slower

The level resets position of all players to start whenever someone scores

Added clearer indicators for finish line

Bug fixes

Fixed losing menu functionality with controller due to mouse click interaction
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